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Abstract Currently, the elastic interconnection has realized the high-rate data transmission among data
centers (DCs). Thus, the elastic data center network (EDCN) emerged. In EDCNs, it is essential to achieve the
virtual network (VN) embedding, which includes two main components: VM (virtual machine) mapping and VL
(virtual link) mapping. In VM mapping, we allocate appropriate servers to hold VMs. While for VL mapping,
an optimal substrate path is determined for each virtual lightpath. For the VN embedding in EDCNs, the
power eﬃciency is a signiﬁcant concern, and some solutions were proposed through sleeping light-duty servers.
However, the increasing communication traﬃc between VMs leads to a serious energy dissipation problem, since
it also consumes a great amount of energy on switches even utilizing the energy-eﬃcient optical transmission
technique. In this paper, considering load balancing and power-eﬃcient VN embedding, we formulate the
problem and design a novel heuristic for EDCNs, with the objective to achieve the power savings of servers and
switches. In our solution, VMs are mapped into a single DC or multiple DCs with the short distance between
each other, and the servers in the same cluster or adjacent clusters are preferred to hold VMs. Such that, a large
amount of servers and switches will become vacant and can go into sleep mode. Simulation results demonstrate
that our method performs well in terms of power savings and load balancing. Compared with benchmarks, the
improvement ratio of power eﬃciency is 5%–13%.
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Introduction

The number of data centers (DCs) supporting cloud computing and big data rapidly grows, and geographically dispersed DCs are interconnected by networking resources. Currently, the elastic interconnection
has realized the high-rate data transmission among DCs [1] based on orthogonal frequency division
multiplexing (OFDM) which provides ﬁne-grained and orthogonal frequency slots of establishing elastic
connections [2]. As a result, the elastic data center network (EDCN) emerged. An example of EDCN
architecture can be seen in Figure 1.
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EDCN architecture.

Since the virtualization technology makes multi-tenant users able to share substrate computing and
networking resources, it becomes imperative to achieve the virtual network (VN) embedding in EDCNs.
A VN embedding request is denoted as a graph, where virtual machines (VMs) are interconnected with
virtual links (VLs). Here, a VL is a virtual lightpath (VLP). This means that the VN embedding problem
has two main components: VM mapping and VL mapping. In VM mapping, we try to allocate appropriate
servers to hold VMs. While for VL mapping, an optimal substrate path should be determined for each
VLP.
There is an increasing amount of application instantiations for VN embedding, such as large-scale cloud
computing, 3D cloud rendering and currently-popular online shopping. These applications makes the
power eﬃciency become a signiﬁcant concern of the VN embedding in EDCNs. According to the potential
increase of DCN traﬃc until 2016 [3], the majority of traﬃc is within DCs, since most applications hosted
in DCs are based on parallel programming frameworks such as MapReduce [4]. The high interaction
between distributed processing and storage servers is required to handle large sets of data (i.e., big
data) [5]. Therefore, the traﬃc-dependent power consumption keeps on the trend of sharp growth with
the increment of intra-DC communication ﬂows [6, 7].
At present, some VN embedding solutions have been proposed to improve the intra-DC power eﬃciency,
and they preferred to reduce the number of online servers through sleeping light-duty servers [8]. However,
aside from servers, the switches in EDCNs are also power contributors. In fact, the interconnection of VMs
is usually long-term and long-haul. Thus, the inter-VM traﬃc is the leading contributor of the energy
consumption from switches along the substrate path. Since the medium switches (MSs) in Figure 1 (such
as bandwidth-variable cross-connects) are responsible for the establishment of the long-term and longhaul interconnection among DCs, the power consumption proportional to time duration and transmission
distance will become rather high. Additionally, the Top-of-Rack (ToR), aggregate switches (ASs) and
core switches (CSs) consume around 10%–20% of the total power consumption in DC sites, and this is
expected to further increase in the near future [9]. In a word, during the process of VN embedding in
EDCNs, it is very necessary for us to save the power consumption of switches and servers.
Here is an example to illustrate the above viewpoint. As shown in Figure 2(a), to sleep more servers
in DCB , the traditional VN embedding solution tries to map VMs into DCA , i.e., put VM b into DCA ,
meanwhile, put VMs a and c into DCB . However, as shown in Figure 2(a), the inter-DC traﬃc between
VMs a and b or between VMs b and c actually consumes a great deal of power in the MSs along the
substrate path between DCA and DCB . If we take the power saving of switches into account in VN
embedding solutions, i.e., VMs a, b, and c are mapped together into DCB in Figure 2(b), the power
consumption of MSs will become negligibly small. Though scarifying a part of server power consumption,
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Figure 2 Comparison of existing and our VN embedding solutions. (a) Existing VN embedding solution; (b) our VN
embedding solution; (c) existing VN embedding solution; (d) our VN embedding solution.

that will look very economical in a long term. After selecting the optimal DC, i.e., DCB , the intra-DC
mapping scheme becomes particularly important due to the existence of massive intra-DC traﬃc. As in
Figure 2(c), DCB is typically organized in the hierarchical fat-tree architecture including totally 8 servers
(two servers per ToR). The computing requirement of each VM is always smaller than a server capacity.
Some previous intra-DC VN embedding solutions were achieved in Figure 2(c), where the substrate path
of the VLP occupies one CS, two ASs (AS1 and AS2 ), and two ToRs (ToR1 and ToR3 ), so that more
servers are unoccupied. While in our VN embedding solution, the servers with adequate computation
capacity in the same cluster will be preferred to hold VMs a, b and c in Figure 2(d), which makes more
switches go into sleep mode. Similarly, though scarifying a part of server power consumption, that also
will look very economical in a long term. Finally, whatever power-saving technology is adopted, the
DC-scale load balancing will be aﬀected undoubtedly. A comprehensive consideration of load balancing
and power-eﬃcient VN embedding is pretty valuable.
To the best of our knowledge, this paper is the ﬁrst design of VN embedding in EDCNs, with the
objective of performing the power savings of servers and switches in a load-balancing manner. Our
contributions are summarized as follows: (1) We mathematically formulated our problem with the consideration of the trade-oﬀ between power eﬃciency and load balancing in EDCNs. The NP-completeness
was formally demonstrated. (2) A novel VN embedding heuristic was proposed by us, in order to achieve
the power savings of servers and switches, and the improvement ratio can arrive up to 5%–14%.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives the problem formulation. Section 3
proposes our heuristic. We demonstrate simulation results in Section 4 before concluding this paper in
Section 5.
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Parameters and variables

Working power of the server with the entire payload.

idle : Power of the idle server.
Pser
busy
: Working power of the ToR with with the entire payload.
PToR
idle : Power of the idle ToR.
PToR
busy
: Working power of the AS with with the entire payload.
PAS
idle : Power of the idle AS.
PAS
busy
PCS
: Working power of the CS with with the entire payload.
idle : Power of the idle CS.
PCS
busy
: Working power of the MS with with the entire payload.
PMS
idle : Power of the idle MS.
PMS

UToR : The set of upstream (between ToR and AS) and downstream (between ToR and server) ports in the ToR.
UAS : The set of upstream (between AS and CS) and downstream (between AS and ToR) ports in the AS.
UCS : The set of upstream (between CS and gateway) and downstream (between CS and AS) ports in the CS.
UMS : The set of MS ports.
ToR : The number of spectrum slots at the jth (j ∈ U
Bss,
ToR ) port in the ToR.
j
AS : The number of spectrum slots at the jth (j ∈ U
Bss,
AS ) port in the AS.
j
CS : The number of spectrum slots at the jth (j ∈ U
Bss,
CS ) port in the CS.
j
MS : The number of spectrum slots at the jth (j ∈ U
Bss,
MS ) port in the MS.
j

ξyh : Boolean variable, if the VLP vly passes through the ToR ToRh , ξyh = 1; otherwise, ξyh = 0.
ξyi : Boolean variable, if the VLP vly passes through the AS ASi , ξyi = 1; otherwise, ξyi = 0.

ξyj : Boolean variable, if the VLP vly passes through the CS CSj , ξyj = 1; otherwise, ξyj = 0.
ξyk : Boolean variable, if the VLP vly passes through the MS MSk , ξyk = 1; otherwise, ξyk = 0.
Rcn : Positive integer variable, the amount of occupied computing resources in the server Sern .
δn : Utilization ratio of computing resources in the server Sern , and 0  δn < 1.
m,r
: Utilization ratio of spectrum slots in the ToR ToRh , after serving the VN embedding request Grm ,
δh

δim,r :
δjm,r :
δkm,r :

m,r
<1.
and 0  δh

Utilization ratio of spectrum slots in the AS ASi , after serving the VN embedding request Grm , and 0  δim,r < 1.

Utilization ratio of spectrum slots in the CS CSj , after serving the VN embedding request Grm , and 0  δjm,r < 1.

Utilization ratio of spectrum slots in the MS MSk , after serving the VN embedding request Grm , and 0  δkm,r < 1.

Pn (δn ): Power consumption of the server Sern .
Pser : Power consumption of all servers.
Phm,r : Power consumption of the ToR ToRh , after serving the VN embedding request Grm .
Pim,r : Power consumption of the AS ASi , after serving the VN embedding request Grm .

Pjm,r : Power consumption of the CS CSj , after serving the VN embedding request Grm .

Pkm,r : Power consumption of the MS MSk , after serving the VN embedding request Grm .

Pswt : Power consumption of all switches.
y
r );
: Binary variable that equals to 1 if the traﬃc is on the connection link e(u, v) of the VLP vly (vly ∈ Em
fu,v
y
= 0.
otherwise, fu,v

wy : Positive integer variable, the index of the starting spectrum slot to be allocated to the VLP vly , and 1  wy  B.
B: Maximal number of spectrum slots initially available per connection link.

2
2.1

Problem description
System model

The EDCN can be represented by a graph GDCN (ψ DC , V MS , E M ), where ψ DC denotes the DC set, and
DC
|)}. Here, |ψ DC | is the total number of DCs; V MS denotes the set of MSs, each
ψ DC = {GDC
ω |ω ∈ (1, |ψ
of which is responsible for the establishment of inter-DC connections; E M denotes the set of connection
links between MSs.
s
s
s
s
Each DC is further represented by a graph GDC
ω (Vω , Eω ), where Vω and Eω represent the set of
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substrate devices and connection links in this DC, respectively. In this paper, we take a hierarchical
fat-tree DC architecture into account, then a DC has three levels of switches, i.e., CS, AS and ToR.
CS
Thus, we have Vωs = {Vωser , VωCS , VωAS , VωToR }, where Vωser denotes the set of servers in the DC GDC
ω , Vω
AS
ToR
denotes the CS set of GDC
denotes the AS set of GDC
denotes the ToR set of GDC
ω , Vω
ω , and Vω
ω .
The server Sern has a certain amount of available computing capacity Cn . For each connection link, the
entire spectrum is divided into a list of continuous spectrum slots, and all spectrum sots have the same
granularity. Thus for the connection link e, the spectrum utilization can be recorded by a binary array
be with B binary variables, where B represents the maximal number of spectrum slots initially available
per connection link. More speciﬁcally, when the ith spectrum slot in the eth connection link is occupied,
be [i] = 1, otherwise, be [i] = 0.
The set of VN embedding requests is ψ r = {Grm |m ∈ (1, |ψ r |)}. And the mth VN embedding request
r
), where the VM vmx ∈ Vmr has its computing requirement Rcx ,
can be described by a graph Grm (Vmr , Em
r
and the VLP vly ∈ Em has the spectrum requirement Rsy . We also list some important parameters and
variables in Table 1.
2.2

Problem formulation

Based on the aforementioned system model and notation deﬁnitions, we ﬁrst have the following objective
function of power savings:
Minimize EE = (Pser + Pswt ) ,
(1)

Pn (δn ),
(2)
s.t. Pser =
Sern ∈



ω

Vωser


 busy
idle
idle
· δn , ∀n,
Pn (δn ) = Pser
+ Pser
− Pser

RCn =
Rcx , ∀n,

(3)
(4)

vmx ∈Sern

δn =
Pswt =





Grm ∈ψ r ToRh ∈

+



Grm ∈ψ r


ω

RCn
, ∀n,
Cn
Phm,r +

VωToR



CSj ∈



CS
ω Vω

Pjm,r +

(5)




Grm ∈ψ r ASi ∈


ω

Pim,r
VωAS





Grm ∈ψ r

MSk ∈V MS

Pkm,r



busy
idle
idle
Phm,r = PToR
· δhm,r , ∀h, Grm ,
+ PToR
− PToR

h
vl ∈E r ξy ·Rsy
m,r
δh =  y m ToR , ∀h, Grm ,
j∈UToR Bss,j


busy
idle
idle
· δim,r , ∀i, Grm ,
+ PAS
− PAS
Pim,r = PAS

i
vl ∈E r ξy ·Rsy
m,r
δi = y m AS , ∀i, Grm ,
j∈UAS Bss,j


busy
idle
idle
· δjm,r , ∀j, Grm ,
+ PCS
− PCS
Pjm,r = PCS

j
vl ∈E r ξy ·Rsy
m,r
δj = y m CS , ∀j, Grm ,
j∈UCS Bss,j


busy
idle
idle
· δkm,r , ∀k, Grm ,
+ PMS
− PMS
Pkm,r = PMS

k
vl ∈E r ξy ·Rsy
m,r
δk =  y m MS , ∀k, Grm .
j∈UMS Bss,j

(6)

(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)
(14)
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As shown in (1), we try to minimize the power consumption of servers and switches in the EDCN.
Eqs. (2)–(5) calculate the total power consumption of all servers, while Eqs. (6)–(14) calculate the total
power consumption of switches with diﬀerent levels. Here, we utilize a velocity model, i.e., the power
consumption of servers and switches is determined according to the utilization ratio of computing and
spectral resources. In addition, as shown in (8), the lower part of this equation records the total number
of available spectrum slots initially assigned for upstream and downstream ports in ToRh . Since the
upstream port supports the traﬃc routing between ToR and AS, it initially has the less available spectrum
slots than that of the downstream port supporting the traﬃc routing between ToR and server. AS and
CS both have the similar setting of spectrum slots with ToR.
To achieve load balancing, we have the following objective function:


 (ξ x · Rcx )
n
Minimize LB =
1−
Cn

ser
vmx ∈Sern
Sern ∈ ω Vω
⎡
⎤


y
⎣wy +
+
(fu,v
· Rsy )⎦ .
(15)
r
vly ∈E1r ∪E2r ∪···∪E|ψ
r|

(u,v)∈



ω

s
Eω

To ensure the load balancing of computing resources, we consolidate evenly VMs into more servers,

which is demonstrated in the left part of (15) that has the minimum value when vmx ∈Sern (ξnx · Rcx )
is equal to Cn (i.e., 100% utilization ratio for every server). Similarly, to save spectral resources, we
minimize the maximal index of the occupied spectrum slot in the EDCN, as illustrated by the right part
of (15).
Joint Optimization: Due to the contradiction between the optimization objectives of minimizing EE
and LB, we have the following joint optimization objective.
Definition 1. Let LBbest and LBworst denote the optimal and the worst solutions of (15), respectively.
Let EEbest and EEworst denote the optimal and the worst solutions of (1), respectively. sLB is the current
solution of (15), and sEE is the current solution of (1). If and only if the following equation is satisﬁed,
the solution is fair.
EEworst − sEE
LBworst − sLB
=
.
LBworst − LBbest
EEworst − EEbest
Theorem 1.

(16)

Joint optimization problem is non-linear and non-convex.

Proof. For the VLPs owned by a VN embedding request, they should consume the same spectral range,
in order to satisfy the constraints of spectrum continuity and non-overlapping1). Since these constraints
are non-linear, our problem is non-linear. Meanwhile, Eq. (16) makes the optimization problem nonconvex, i.e., it is very hard to get the optimal solution in polynomial time. Therefore, we propose the
novel heuristic adaptive to network planning and dynamic online phases.

3

Heuristic

In this section, we design optimizing schemes for the heuristic called integrated green VN embedding
(IGVE), in order to minimize the power consumption of servers and switches in EDCNs. In our heuristic,
we insert all VN embedding requests into the queue Qr in ascending order according to their arriving
time, and then we serve them one-by-one starting from the top of Qr , until all requests are processed.
For each VN embedding request, three schemes are utilized, mainly including the selection of target
DC(s), VM mapping, and VL mapping. After performing VM and VL mapping processes, we update the
resource utilization of the substrate EDCN, and calculate the corresponding power consumption. The
detailed pseudo code of our heuristic is shown in Algorithm 1. In the following, we describe three schemes
in detail.
1) Non-overlapping constraint: if multiple VLPs go through the same connection link, their occupied spectrum slots
cannot be overlapped.
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Algorithm 1 IGVE
Input: DC set ψDC , and VN embedding request set ψr .
Output: VM-mapping result MAPN , VL-mapping result MAPL and the total power consumption sEE .
1: Request queue Qr ← {ψr , arriving time, ascending };
DC
DC , according to (17);
2: Calculate residual resource RDC
ω,avl for each DC Gω ∈ ψ

DC
DC
DC

← {ψ , Rω,avl , descending };
3: Candidate DC queue Q

DC
DC
DC  

← {(GDC
4: Candidate multi-DC cluster queue Qmulti
ωi1 , Gωj1 ), . . . , (Gωic , Gωjc ), Lωi ,ωj , ascending };
DC
5: while Qr = ϕ do
6:
Grm = Qr .top();
7:
while (QDC ∪ Qmulti
DC ) = ∅ do
DC .top();
8:
Target DC GDC
ω∗ = Q
DC
9:
if Q .empty() == 1 then
multi-DC .top();
10:
Form a new DC cluster GDC
ω∗ = Q
11:
end if
12:
ρ(MAPN , MAPL , Pvly ) = MAP(Grm , GDC
ω∗ );
13:
if ρ(MAPN , MAPL , Pvly ) == 1 then
14:
Pswt + = Pvly ;
15:
break;
16:
else if ρ(MAPN , MAPL , Pvly ) == 0 & QDC .empty()! = 1 then
17:
QDC .pop();
18:
continue;
19:
else
20:
Qmulti
DC .pop();
21:
continue;
22:
end if
23:
end while
24:
if embedding succeed then
25:
Update GDC
ω∗ accordingly;
26:
Output MAPN and MAPL ;
27:
else
28:
Mark Grm as blocked;
29:
end if
30:
Qr .pop();
31: end while
32: Calculate the power consumption of servers Pser according to (2);
33: sEE ← Pswt + Pser ;
34: Output sEE ;

3.1

Selection of target DC(s)

We let QDC denote the queue of candidate DCs, and we put all candidate DCs into QDC in descending
DC
order according to Rω,avl
that denotes the residual available computing and spectral resources of the ωth
DC
DC. The value of Rω,avl can be computed by using the following equation.
DC
=
Rω,avl

DC
DC
Cω,avl
Bω,avl
+
,
CωDC
BωDC

(17)

DC
DC
where Cω,avl
and Bω,avl
represent the residual available computing and spectral resources, respectively.
DC
DC
Cω and Bω are initial computing capacity and spectral resource of the ωth DC, respectively. Since
the magnitude orders of computing and spectral resources are diﬀerent, we utilize the ratios in (17) to
eliminate a possible magnitude gap.
As discussed in the example of Figure 2(a), to save the power consumption of switches, we tend to
select a single DC to hold as many VMs as possible, i.e., the top element of QDC is the preferred target
DC for the current VN embedding request. Certainly, multiple DCs have to be combined into a group
to hold VMs, when a single DC has insuﬃcient resources. The DCs in the same group can belong to
denote the queue of candidate DC groups. Each group
one service provider or organization. Let Qmulti
DC
has two DCs, and the distance between each other is recorded as Lωi ,ωj . Put all candidate DC groups
DC
DC
into Qmulti
in ascending order according to the distance Lωi ,ωj . Thus, we have Qmulti
DC
DC = {(Gωi1 , Gωj1 ),


DC
DC
DC
DC
(GDC
|/2 . The top of Qmulti
ωi2 , Gωj2 ) · · · (Gωic , Gωjc )}, Lωi1 ,ωj1  Lωi2 ,ωj2  · · ·  Lωic ,ωjc and c = |ψ
DC
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Algorithm 2 VM mapping
Input: VN embedding request Grm , and the target DC GDC
ω∗ .
Output: MAPN and MAPL .
1: Remove resource-inadequate components and construct IAG;
2: for resource-adequate components in IAG do
3:
SAGk ← select inter-connected components in IAG;
r | then
4:
if NodeNum(SAGk )  |Vm
5:
Record SAGk ;
6:
end if
7: end for
8: SAGS ← {SAGk , NodeNum(SAGk ), descending };
9: while SAGS = ∅ do
10:
SAGk = SAGS.top();
r , NodeDegree(vm ), descending  };
11:
Qvm ← {vmx ∈ Vm
x
12:
for ∀Sern ∈ SAGk do
13:
Calculate RARR
according to (18);
n
14:
end for
’,  descending };
15:
Qserver ← {Sern ∈ SAGk , ’RARR
n
16:
vmx∗ ← Qvm .top() and Sern∗ ← Qserver .top();
17:
MAPN (vmx∗ ) = Sern∗ , Cn∗ ← Cn∗ − Rcx∗ ;
18:
Qserver .pop() and Qvm .pop();
19:
Qserver ← {Sern ∈ Qserver , Sern∗ .intra − cluster list };
20:
while Qvm = ∅ do
21:
vmx∗ ← Qvm .top(), Sern∗ ← Qserver .top(), MAPN (vmx∗ ) = Sern∗ ;
22:
Cn∗ ← Cn∗ − Rcx∗ , Qserver .pop() and Qvm .pop();
23:
end while
r do
24:
for vly ∈ Em
25:
Find the substrate path Popt in SAGk , assign contiguous spectrum slots for Popt ;
26:
MAPL (vly ) = Popt , and calculate Pvly ;
27:
Update the link cost of e ∈ Popt ;
28:
end for
29:
if embedding succeed then
30:
Output MAPN , MAPL and Pvly ;
31:
end if
32: end while

is the preferred target DC group.
3.2

VM mapping

During the process of VM mapping, the VMs of the current VN embedding request should be consolidated
into appropriate servers in target DC(s). The detailed procedure of VM mapping is shown in Algorithm 2.
In the target DC GDC
ω ∗ , the corresponding integrated auxiliary graph (IAG) is constructed according to
the spectral utilization of connection links and the residual available computing resource of servers in
this target DC. More speciﬁcally, IAG consists of independent sub-auxiliary graphs (SAGs), and one
group of resource-suﬃcient servers interconnected with available connection links will form a SAG. This
is because that after resource-insuﬃcient servers and connection links are deleted from the target DC,
diﬀerent groups of resource-suﬃcient servers (diﬀerent SAGs) may be separated from each other. The
SAGs in an IAG are sorted in descending order according to the number of servers in each SAG, and we
ﬁrst select the top one to perform VM mapping process.
For the VM mapping process based on the SAGk , we have following operations.
Firstly, the VMs of the current VN embedding request are sorted in descending order according to
their node degree. In other words, the VM with the largest node degree will be mapped in prior.
Now, the question is which server in SAGk will hold the top VM? For the target DC GDC
ω ∗ , we construct
its intra-cluster server lists according to diﬀerent switch levels, e.g., the servers connecting the same ToRh
ToRh ,ω∗
form the server list of the ToRh cluster, which is recorded as Vclus
, and the servers connecting the
ASi ,ω∗
. A series of intra-cluster
same ASi form the server list of the ASi cluster, which is recorded as Vclus
server lists will be managed by an upper traﬃc controller. After constructing intra-cluster server lists,
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Figure 3 An illustration of IGVE. (a) Seattle DC: a fat-tree DC including 6 servers and 4 switches; (b) IAG including
SAG1 and SAG2 ; (c) VM and VL mapping processes based on SAG1 .

we calculate the adjacent residual resource (ARR) information for each server in SAGk by using the
following equation.




ARR
= α·
Rcx
Cm −
Rn
ToRh ,ω∗
ToR ,ω∗
,Sern ∈Vclus h
,n=m

Serm ∈Vclus



+β ·
AS ,ω∗

Serm ∈(Vclusi

ToRh ,ω∗
ToR ,ω∗
),Sern ∈Vclus h

−Vclus

vmx ∈Serm



Cm −




ser
Rcx ∀Sern ∈ Vω∗
∩ SAGk , (18)

vmx ∈Serm

where α (A  α > 1) and β (0 < B  β  1) are both weight coeﬃcients. The thresholds A and B are
pre-determined according to Service Level Agreement (SLA). Correspondingly, the serves in the same
ToR cluster (i.e., the ﬁrst product item of (18)) has the higher priority to hold VMs, compared with the
servers in the same AS cluster but diﬀerent ToR clusters (i.e., the second product item of (18)). Then,
we re-sort servers in descending order according to their ARR value. Naturally, the VM with the largest
node degree will be mapped into the server with the biggest ARR value in SAGk , since it facilitates the
power saving of switches.
3.3

VL mapping

After executing the VM mapping, we continuingly perform the corresponding VL mapping on the same
SAG. The connection links in the SAG have various kinds of costs, i.e., the upper switch-layer link takes
the higher cost. The reason is that the upper-layer switch is regarded as a common root node and plays
an important role on the aggregation of the traﬃc from lower-layer switches. Thus, as an example of
Figure 3(c), the costs of the connection links on CS, AS and ToR layers are respectively 100, 10, and 1.
Note that the CS layer is the topmost one, while AS and ToR layers correspond to CS and AS clusters,
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respectively. According to the VM mapping result and link cost, the minimal-cost path is computed by
using Dijkstra as the substrate path of the VLP in the current VN embedding request. The spectrum
continuity and non-overlapping constraints should be satisﬁed.
3.4

IGVE Illustration

As shown in Figure 1, there are four DCs in the EDCN, mainly including Phoenix (GDC
1 ), Washington
DC
DC
DC
r
(G2 ), New York (G3 ) and Seattle (G4 ) DC sites. The VN embedding request G1 currently arrives
at this EDCN. The computing requirement of the VMs in Gr1 has 5 units of computing resources, i.e.,
Rcx = 5. And the spectrum requirement of the VLPs in Gr1 has four continuous spectrum slots, i.e.,
Rsy = 4. As shown in Figure 3(a), GDC
totally has 36 units of residual available computing resources, i.e.,
4
DC
DC
DC
C4,avl = 36; G4 totally has 52 available spectrum slots, i.e., B4,avl
= 52; the initial computing capacity
DC
of G4 totally has 54 units of computing resources because it has 6 servers, each of which initially has
totally
9 units of available computing resources, i.e., C4DC = 54; the initial spectral resource of GDC
4
has 72 spectrum slots because we have 9 connection links, each of which initially has 8 spectrum slots,
i.e., B4DC = 72. Thus, in Figure 3(a), the spectrum utilization of each connection link is recorded by
DC
DC
the binary array with 8 binary variables (0: unoccupied, 1: occupied). Since C4,avl
= 36, Bω,avl
= 52,
DC
DC
C4DC = 54, and B4DC = 72, R4,avl
≈ 1.39 according to (17). Let R4,avl
have the largest value in this
r
illustration so that Seattle (GDC
4 ) DC site can be selected as the target DC for embedding G1 .
DC
Inside Seattle (G4 ) DC, the corresponding IAG is constructed in Figure 3(b). After deleting resourceinsuﬃcient servers (i.e., Ser4 that merely has 3 units of residual computing resources in Figure 3(a) but
the computing requirement of each VM in Gr1 is 5) from Seattle DC, the IAG has two independent
SAGs. As shown in Figure 3(b), in SAG1 , the ﬁrst four continuous spectrum slots on each connection
link are available for the spectrum requirement of each VLP in Gr1 with satisfying spectrum continuity
and non-overlapping constraints; in SAG2 , the last four continuous spectrum slots are available on each
connection link. Since SAG1 has more servers, we select it to perform the following VM mapping for Gr1 .
SAG1 has the server lists of two AS clusters. As shown in Figure 3(c), the server list of AS1 cluster
includes two servers Ser1 and Ser2 , while the server list of AS2 cluster includes one server Ser3 . We then
calculate the ARR value for each server in SAG1 , according to (18). Here, we let α = 2 and β = 1, thus
R1ARR = 20, R2ARR = 22, and R3ARR = 13. Naturally, the VM with the largest node degree (i.e., VM a)
is mapped into the server Ser2 with the biggest ARR value in SAG1 . Similarly VMs b and c are mapped
into servers Ser1 and Ser3 , respectively.
Finally, we determine the substrate path in Figure 3(c) for the VLP of Gr1 , according to the link cost
and the above VM mapping results. We can see that two substrate paths totally occupy 6 connection
links, and only one of them traverses along the CS. While for the other VN embedding solutions, such as
vma ∈ Ser3 , vmb ∈ Ser1 , and vmc ∈ Ser2 , both of two substrate paths will traverse along the CS. Above
all, our method saves more power of switches.
3.5

Time complexity

The time complexity of IGVE mainly depends on the target DC selection and VM mapping. The time
complexity of the target DC selection is O(|ψ DC |2 ), while the time complexity of the VM mapping is
O(M log M + M ), where M is the total number of VMs. In addition, the time complexity of route
searching and VL mapping inside a target DC is O[|Vωs |2 (|Eωs | + |Vωs | log2 |Vωs |)]. And if VMs will be
mapped into diﬀerent DCs, the time complexity of inter-DC VL mapping is

 
2 
 
 

 


.
O ψ DC  + V MS  E M  + ψ DC  + V MS  log2 ψ DC  + V MS 

4

Simulation results and discussions

In this section, we ﬁrst introduce simulation settings, benchmarks and performance metrics. Then, we
discuss the comparative results between our IGVE and benchmarks in terms of performance metrics.
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Aggregate clusters
ToR clusters
Layer 3
(CS)
Layer 2 (AS)
Layer 1
(ToR)
Server

Figure 4
Table 2
Devices

Simulation topology of DC.

Power-consuming parameter settings
Power (W)

ToR:

Devices

Power (W)

CS:

- Idle power

235

- Control logic (1×node) − Idle power

49638

- Working power

650

- Working power (16×ports)

50482

- SOA switch (1×port)

AS:

20

- Resource allocator (1×node) − Idle power

296

- MEMS switch (1×port)

0.1

- Working power (16×ports)

2808

- Tunable wavelength converter (1×port)

1.69

- Classiﬁer (1×port)

62

- Control info extraction/re-insertion (1×port)

17

- Assembler (1×port)

62

- Optical ampliﬁers (1×port)

14

- Packet extractor (1×port)

25

Server:

- Switch (1×port)

8

4.1

- Power consumption of an idle server

202

- Power consumption of the server with full duty

255

Simulation setting

We take VC++ to build the testbed, and utilize the topology in Figure 1 as the simulation network.
Each DC in the simulation network has a typical 3-layered structure as shown in Figure 4. We can
see that each DC contains 1 CS, 2 ASs, 4 ToRs and 8 servers. The 1-layer connection link contains
128 spectrum slots, the 2-layer connection link contains 64 spectrum slots, the 3-layer connection link
contains 32 spectrum slots, and all connection links are bidirectional. Every server initially has 80 units
of computing resources. The values of the parameters used to calculate the power consumption are
summarized in Table 2, according to the previous works in [10, 11]. All VN embedding requests are
generated with a Poisson traﬃc model. The number of VMs owned by each VN embedding request is
randomly determined within the range from 2 to 4, while the computing requirement of a VM has 4–8
units of computing resources. The connection probability is 50%2) for a pair of VMs, and the spectrum
requirement of a VLP has 4–8 spectrum slots.
The benchmarks are load-balancing-oriented VN embedding algorithm (LB in short) [2] and VN embedding via sleeping servers (SS in short) [8]. We consider 4 performance metrics: total power consumption
(including servers and switches), total switch power consumption, average power consumption per VN
embedding request, and average blocking rate (ABR).
4.2

Results and analysis

In Figure 5(a), we generate VN embedding requests from 10 to 100, in order to compare the total power
consumption of servers and switches. With the increasing number of VN embedding requests, the total
power consumption rises. In the beginning, all curves increase sharply with the consumption of a large
2) There are probably i(i − 1)/4 VLPs on average for a VN embedding request with i VMs.
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Figure 5 (a) Comparison of the total power consumption; (b) comparison of the total server power consumption; (c) comparison of the total switch power consumption.

number of servers and switches. But then, the variation rate of the total power consumption tends to
become smooth since we are not required to turn on many devices for serving consequent VN embedding
requests. More importantly, the total power consumption of our IGVE is always the lowest, while the
highest one is the benchmark LB. That is because IGVE chooses a single DC or multiple DCs with the
short distance between each other, as the target DC(s), and the servers in the same cluster are preferred to
hold VMs, which reduces the total power consumption. However, the LB merely considers load balancing,
which sometimes is inconsistent with the improvement of power eﬃciency. Furthermore, compared with
LB and SS, the improvement ratios of IGVE for power eﬃciency are 13% and 5%, respectively.
Figure 5(b) compares the total server power consumption among three algorithms. We can see that
with the increasing number of VN embedding requests, three curves rise. The SS has the lowest server
power consumption, while LB gets the highest one. That is because SS is the absolute server-sleeping
strategy. At the VM mapping stage, SS tends to map VMs into high-load servers. On the contrary,
LB tries to map VMs into light-duty servers. Thus, during the same period, LB turns on more servers
compared with SS. Our IGVE performs slightly better than LB since it takes server clustering into
account. In addition, three curves increase sharply in the beginning, and then they all tend to become
smooth.
Though our IGVE does not have the lowest server power consumption, the lowest switch power consumption still guarantees it has the minimal total power consumption. In Figure 5(c), we compare the
total switch power consumption among three algorithms. Before discussing, we must point out that the
variation tendency of all curves in Figure 5(c) is very similar to that in Figure 5(a). This is a very
interesting phenomenon, and the reason of this is the idle power of switches is very high, and many ports
are within all types of switches; in contrast, the idle and working power of servers are both small, which
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Figure 6 (a) Comparison of ABR; (b) comparison of the average power consumption per VN embedding request; (c)
comparison of the average switch power consumption per VN embedding request; (d) comparison of the average server
power consumption per VN embedding request.

means that switches play the dominating role in power consumption. IGVE performs the best in terms
of saving the power consumptions of switches, because it maintains intra-cluster server lists so that the
VM mapping in the same cluster or adjacent clusters reduces the length of substrate paths for VLPs,
without consuming many switches.
In Figure 6(a), we compare the ABR among three algorithms. We can see that, with the increasing
number of VN embedding requests, the ABR of algorithms rises. The LB performs the best, our IGVE
follows, and SS performs the worst. The reason for this is the absolute load balancing in LB is helpful to
improve the throughput. Above all, IGVE not only can obtain the higher power eﬃciency, but also has
an acceptable ABR in a load-balancing manner.
When calculating the total power consumption, some VN embedding requests may be blocked under a
resource-strained condition. For fairness, we compare the average power consumption per VN embedding
request in Figure 6(b). The number of VN embedding requests has a linearly increasing trend and the
variation rate is large, but the total power consumption increases in a non-linear way with a small variation
rate. Therefore, all curves decrease in Figure 6(b), and the decreasing rate sharply falls down with the
increasing number of VN embedding requests initially. Also, IGVE performs the best. The superiority
of IGVE over LB in terms of power savings has been discussed. IGVE performs better than SS since
servers do not play the dominating role in power consumption though SS saves the power consumed
by servers. Figure 6(c) compares the average switch power consumption among three algorithms. The
variation trend of three curves is very consistent with that in Figure 6(b). That is because that the power
of switches takes majority proportion of the total power consumption.
Figure 6(d) compares the average server power consumption per VN request among three algorithms.
With the increasing number of VN requests, all curves decrease. In the beginning, the decreasing trend is
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obvious, because the increasing rate of the total server power consumption, both LB and IGVE, cannot
catch the increasing rate of VN embedding requests. However, the total server power consumption of SS
increases faster than the number of VN requests, consequently, the curve of SS drops gently. With the
increasing number of VN requests, three curves become coincident. Therefore, our IGVE has not only
the lower switch power consumption, but also the low average server power consumption. In the near
future, we will take the preliminary work [12] into our design.

5

Conclusion

The application instantiations of EDCNs, e.g., large-scale cloud computing, 3D cloud rendering, online
shopping and payment platforms, grow vigorously, which makes the power consumption draw many
concerns in the VN embedding ﬁeld. The existing power-eﬃcient solutions cannot perform the power
savings of switches responsible for the intra- and inter-DC traﬃc routing. In this paper, we formulated
the problem with the integrated objective of saving the power consumed by servers and switches, and
designed the heuristic IGVE that consolidates VMs into a single DC or multiple DCs with the short
distance between each other. And the servers in the same or adjacent cluster are preferred to hold
VMs in IGVE. The simulation results demonstrated that our method was actually eﬀective in terms of
power savings and load balancing, and our method had the improvement ratio of about 5%-13% over
benchmarks.
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